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1.

WinLine Data Sources

1.1.

Introduction

Data sources in WinLine version 10.5 serve as the primary means of data storage for the Business
Intelligence module in WinLine versions 10.5 and higher. Data sources let you take snapshots of a specific
report or list, eventually employing a particular filter or set of configurations. The resulting snapshot can be
retrieved and displayed significantly faster than would be the case were the report to be newly generated
each time the data was required. Business Intelligence reports can also be configured that compare more
than one data source snapshots, or even compare more than one data source.
This white paper contains information on how to generate, how to manage and maintain, and finally how to
use data sources for reporting in various kinds of output formats.

1.2.

Technical and Licensing Requirements

A WinLine BI standard or WinLine BI professional module license is required from WinLine version 10.5 and
higher to generate and use data sources in WinLine. The WinLine BI professional license includes the Action
Server license.
Data sources are stored in a separate database, the CWL BI database. This database is created during
WinLine program installation (from WinLine Version 10.4 and higher). The CWL BI database can be named
during installation as required. Each data source is stored in a separate table in the CWL BI database.
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2.

Generating Data Sources

Data sources are stored in individual tables in the CWL Business Intelligence database, which is
automatically set up upon WinLine program installation. A separate data source is created in the database
for any report in WinLine that supports data source generation, e.g., the Backlog report or the Sales
Statistics report in WinLine ACC2.
Sales Statistics

Data Source
SN 1

SN 2

SN 3

SN 4

SN 5

SN 6

SN 7

Individual snapshots of report data, generated with specific output parameters (sales statistics for a
particular sale rep, for example) can furthermore be generated within the report data source at any point in
time. The data snapshots are saved in the data source associated with the respective report.

2.1.

Data Source Button

Data sources can be generated with the Data Source selection button, which is located in the window ribbon
of any report that supports generation of data sources.

Note:
The Data Source button is only visible when either a WinLine BI standard or WinLine BI professional module
license is present in the program license.
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The button is a toggle button that has three options:


No data source
This option corresponds to report output as in previous versions of WinLine. When this option is
selected, no data source generation is involved when the report is generated. In this case, the
report is generated in runtime directly from the relevant tables in the WinLine company data
database. No information will be stored for the report in the WinLine data source database.



Create/Update data source
When this button option is selected, a new data source can be created for the report (e.g., the first
time a data source is generated for a report). Alternatively, when a data source already exists, a
new snapshot can be created with the data from the current report output or an existing snapshot
in the data source can be updated. The report is also automatically output in the selected format
(Output to Screen, Output to Printer, Power Report, etc.), in addition to generation or update of
the data source.



Use data source
When this button option is selected, the data source associated with the report is used to generate
the report (instead of the relevant WinLine company database tables as with option "No data
source"). This option allows you to generate the report based on data from "historical" snapshots
(i.e., data generated from different points in time). Report output with this option is, as a rule, also
relatively quick, since data is merely loaded and displayed from one or more snapshots.
Note:
This selection is only listed once a data source already exists for a report.

2.2.

Window: Data Sources - Matchcode

When using Data Source button selection "Create/Update data source", the "Data Sources - Matchcode"
window is opened automatically when the report is output.

In this window, any existing snapshots in the data source are listed in the grid. One of these snapshots can
be selected in the grid, which will be updated with the current report output. Alternatively, the next free line
in the grid can be used to create a new snapshot in the data source.
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The following settings are contained in the window:
 Display
Data source snapshots are classified in general for personal or public use, as well as the company, in which
they were created. Use the multiple selection options in this field, you can choose which snapshots are to be
listed in the grid.


Personal data sources
Personal snapshots will be displayed in the grid with by activating this selection option.



Public data sources
Public snapshots will be displayed in the grid with by activating this selection option.



Further companies
Snapshots with data from other companies will be displayed in the grid by activating this selection
option. These lines are color-coded in the grid.

Note: Option - Use Data Source
The respective authorizations of a particular WinLine user (i.e., for company, application, object
authorization for WinLine List, Enterprise Cube) determine whether the user has access to a particular data
source (snapshot). When the user has no authorization for a company, they will have no access to view data
source snapshots, and the data source snapshots will not be listed in the Matchcode window.
Note: Option - Create/Update Data Source
Public data sources for WinLine Lists and Enterprise Cubes may only be updated when an object
authorization level higher than "read" is present for the user/user group. When the data source comes from
a report that has no object authorization (e.g., Backlog report in WinLine ACC2), the data source update can
only be performed by a full WinLine administrator user or a user with "Data administrator" partial rights. The
display field is inactive for all other WinLine users and selection "1 - Personal data sources" is preset. Data
sources can only be updated in the source company.
Options
 Observe filter
Use this option to set whether a filter from the source object (e.g., a WinLine List) should be applied for the
display of the data source snapshot. The setting is saved on a user-specific basis.
Note:
This option is not supported when a data source is to be updated or newly generated. In these cases, the
filter in the source object is always applied.
Create/Update Data Source grid
All data source snapshots (for which the user has authorization) are shown automatically in the grid. The
contents of the individual grid lines depend on whether an existing data source is being used or whether a
new data source is being created, or an existing one updated.


Use Data Source
The desired data source snapshot can be selected for output by double-click on the grid line,
pressing ENTER key or the F5 key. The selected data source snapshot will be used for the selected
kind of output.



Create/Update Data Source
A selected data source snapshot can be selected in the grid for updating. A new snap shot is
created by clicking in the next free grid line and entering the appropriate data.

 Line type
The type of data source snapshot is displayed in this grid column with an icon:
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Private
Denotes a private data source, i.e., for use solely by the individual WinLine user.



Public
Denotes a public data source, i.e., for use by any WinLine user (subject to sufficient object
authorization).



New
Denotes a new data source snapshot to be generated. New data source snapshots are always
marked initially as private data sources.

 Filter
The filter with which the data source snapshot was created (if any) is displayed in this grid column.
 Selection 1 to 4
Up to four identifying characteristics ("tags") can be entered in the corresponding columns for each data
source snapshots. The columns for Selection 1 and 2 are text fields (up to 100 characters) and selection 3
and 4 are numerical fields (ten place integer).
 Date last change
The date of the last data source generation/update is shown in this column.
 Data records
The number of data records in the data source snapshot is displayed in this column.
 Action Server
This column displays whether an Action Server entry has been set up for automatic updating of the data
source snapshot. See the "Report Definition" button description below for details on setting up actions in the
Action Server.
 Type
This column displays whether the data source snapshot is public or private. The number in brackets behind
private snapshot is the owning user number.
 Company
The company for which the data source snapshot was created is displayed in this column.
Grid buttons
 Report Definition
Press this button to set up an action in the Action Server with which the selected data source snapshot can
be updated on an automated (periodic) basis. When an action has already been set up for the snapshot, it is
loaded in the Action Server when the button is pressed (e.g., to make changes in the update frequency).
Note:
This button is only active, when the data source snapshot is associated with a WinLine List or an Enterprise
WinLine cube. Action Server actions can only be set up or edited for a snapshot when the user has an
object authorization greater than "read".
 Data source management
Press this button to open the "Data Source Administration" window, in which the selected data source
snapshot is automatically set in focus. Please see the chapter on the "Data Source Administration" window
for more details.
Buttons
 OK
Press the OK button or the F5 key to output the selected data source snapshot. New snapshots are also
created with the button.
 Exit
Press this button or the ESC key to close the window without further actions.
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3.

Managing and Maintaining Data Sources

3.1.

Data Source Management

All data sources and snapshots can be managed in a global setting in the "Data Source Management"
window, which can be opened in the WinLine INFO module in menu item:



Business Intelligence
Data Source Management

The window can also be opened directly from the "Data Source - Matchcode" window with the "Data Source
Management" button:

All data sources and snapshots that have been set up in the system can be managed in the "Data Source
Management" window.
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Data source snapshots can be output in Power Report and Table Output format directly from the window.
The window contains the following settings:
 Search term
Enter a search term in this field and the focus will be set to the first entry in the Display grid that matches
the search term. Press the Display button or the F5 key to shift to the next matching entry.
 Only reports
Activate this option to display only reports that contain already existing data source snapshots.
 Display
Choose by means of the multi-select options in this selection field the data sources / snapshots that should
be displayed in the grid.


Personal data sources
Choose this option to display private data sources for the currently loaded company.



Public data sources
Choose this option to display public data sources for the currently loaded company.



Further companies
Choose this option to display the data sources from other companies, as well.



All reports
This option is available for administrator users (or users of type "Data administrator"). Choose it to
display all reports, including those for which the user has no object authorization.



All data sources
This option is available for administrator users (or users of type "Data administrator"). Choose it to
display all data sources, including those for which the user has no object authorization.

"Types" grid
The grid is organized at the top level into the program areas where data sources can be generated: from
application reports (e.g., the Backlog report in WinLine ACC2), from Enterprise Cubes or from WinLine lists.
Within each top level, the individual application modules, Enterprise Cube type or list type is listed at the
next level. When one of the individual levels is selected, all available data sources are displayed for selection
in the "Reports" grid to the right. The number in brackets after the level name displays how many reports
with data source snapshots already exist for the level.
"Reports" grid
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All available reports for which data sources can be generated for the selected type (grid "Type) are displayed
in this grid element. When a report is selected in the grid, all existing data source snapshots are displayed in
the "Data source/Templates" grid to the right. The number in brackets after the report name displays how
many data source snapshots already exist for the report.
Grid buttons
 Open Report
Press this button to open the output window of the respective report selected in the grid, e.g., when report
"Product Journal" is selected, the Product Journal report window is opened when the button is pressed.
 Output Excel
The contents of the "Report" grid can be exported to MS Excel with this button.
"Data Source/Templates" grid
All data source snapshots and templates corresponding to the selected options in field "Display" are
displayed in the grid for the selected type and report. The templates are hidden in the first step, but can be
displayed with the folder icon at the head of the grid line.
 Folder icon
Press this icon to display or hide the templates for a particular data source.
 Name
The name of the data source or template is displayed in this column.
Note
When the line contains a data source, the number in brackets indicates the number of templates that are
present for the data source.
 Type
This column displays whether the data source is private or public. When of type "Private", the number of the
owning user is displayed in brackets.
 User name (optional)
The name of the user who created the data source is displayed in this column.
Note
With public data sources, this column provides quick information on which user actually created the data
source.
 Date
The date on which the data source was created is displayed in this column.
 Company
The company from which the data source was generated is displayed here.


Filter

When a data source was created using a filter, the filter name is displayed here.
 Selection 1 to 4
Up to four identifying characteristics ("tags") can be entered in the corresponding columns for each data
source snapshots. The columns for Selection 1 and 2 are text fields (up to 100 characters) and selection 3
and 4 are numerical fields (ten place integer).
 Data records
The number of data records in the data source snapshot is displayed in this column.
 Action Server
This column displays whether an Action Server entry has been set up for automatic updating of the data
source snapshot. See the "Report Definition" button description below for details on setting up actions in the
Action Server.
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Grid buttons "Data Sources/Templates"
 Delete datasource / Delete Template
The data source or template selected in the grid can be deleted with this button.
Note 1
When the last remaining data source snapshot is being deleted, you will be asked whether the associated
templates should be deleted, as well.
Note 2
Users without administrator or data administrator rights can only delete their own private data sources or
templates.
 Convert data source
Administrator or data administrator users can distribute or publish the currently selected data source to
another user with this button. Please see the chapter on "Convert data source" for further details.
 Copy template
Choose this button to copy templates (see the chapter on copying templates for further details).
 Report Definition
Press this button to set up an action in the Action Server with which the selected data source snapshot can
be updated on an automated (periodic) basis. When an action has already been set up for the snapshot, it is
loaded in the Action Server when the button is pressed (e.g., to make changes in the update frequency).
Note:
This button is only active, when the data source snapshot is associated with a WinLine List or an Enterprise
WinLine cube. Action Server actions can only be set up or edited for a snapshot when the user has an
object authorization greater than "read".


Edit table output

Press this button to set up remark fields, so-called "annotations" in the table output of a particular data
source. Please see the chapter on user-defined report columns for more details.
Note:
This button is only active, when the data source snapshot is associated with a WinLine List or an application
report.
 Output Excel
The contents of the grid can be exported to MS Excel with this button.
Buttons
 Display
Press the button to continue a search and reset the focus to the next record.
 Exit
Press this button to close the window without further actions.
 Update datasource
The selected private data source can be updated by pressing this button. The button is only active for data
sources of type "Enterprise Cube" or "List".
Note
Public data sources can also be updated, but only when an object authorization higher than "read" is
present.


Output table

The selected data source is output in table format to a separate window in the screen with this button.
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 Power Report
The selected data source is output in Power Report format to a separate window in the screen with this
button.


Data Sources/Templates - Overview

A list of data sources/snapshots and templates to which the user has access is output to the screen with this
button.

3.2.

Convert Data Sources / Copy Templates

By pressing the "Convert data source" or "Copy template" button in "Data Source Management", one of the
following actions can be performed:


"Convert data source" button
Full administrators or data administrators can transfer or publish a data source to another user.



"Copy template" button
The selected template can be copied to another user.

"Convert Data Source"

The following settings are available in this window:
Convert to…
 Private data source/ Public data source
Select one of the two radio buttons to determine whether the selected data source should be published to
another user as a private or public data source.
Selection
 User
Select a user in this field (User Match Code is available with the magnifying glass button). The selected data
source will be published to this user.
"Copy templates"
The following settings are available in this window:
Copy to…


System group/User group/User
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Choose one of the radio buttons here to specify the publishing target.
Selection
 Systemgruppe / Benutzergruppen / Benutzer
Choose the target object here.
Template type
 Private template/Public template
Define here whether the template copy is private or public.
Template
 New template name
Enter here the name for the new template. With a public template, the name of the user is listed with "{ }"
next to the new template name.
Buttons
 Ok
Press this button to start the data source conversion/publishing or to copy the template.
 Exit
Press this button to exit the window without further actions.

3.3.

User-defined Report Columns

The "User-defined Report Columns" window can be opened by pressing the "Edit table output" button after a
data source snapshot has been selected in the "Data Source/Template" grid in the "Data Source
Management" window.

The window is divided into three areas:




Data Source
"User-defined column types" grid
"Columns in table report" grid
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Data Source
 Name
The name of the selected data source is listed here. The field cannot be manually edited.
"User-defined column type" grid
The column type determines the type of data that can be saved in the column. Both user-defined as well
report columns have a specific column type.
The following types can be used:


Text
Text entry of up to 255 characters.



Number
Positive and negative values with decimals (double value).



Number (without decimal place)
Positive and negative integer values (up to 10 places).



Date
Date values including time.



in color
This type offers the possibility of color-coding lines in the table output. The color is coded as an
RGB value. Double-click on the format field and choose a color from the RGB color selection
window.



Traffic light
A "traffic light" icon is made available with this type. By clicking on the icon in a table line, the
state of the "traffic light" can be set by clicking on the icon in table line.
The traffic lights are displayed as "percent" value outside of the table output, i.e., in a screen
preview (0=red light, 50= yellow light, 100=green light).



Selection list
A selection field with drop-down options can be set up with this type. Select the "new entry" to
enter a new drop down option.



Selection
A selection checkbox is made available with this type.

The various column types can be inserted in the "Columns in table report" grid either by clicking on a type in
the "User-defined column types" grid, or by dragging a column type from that grid to the grid on the right.
"User-defined column types" grid buttons
 Adopt column
This button can also be used to adopt the column type to the grid on the right.
 Output Excel
The contents of the grid can be exported to MS Excel with this button.
"Columns in table report" grid
This table contains all the columns/fields that are contained in the data source report or list. The
columns/fields from the report are color-coded in gray in the grid and cannot be deleted.
User-defined columns (i.e., column types from the grid on the left) are color-coded in white and can be
appended and deleted from the grid as required.
The grid contains the following columns:
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Type
This column denotes the kind of data that can be saved or displayed in the data source column.
Each line has a specific data type.



Name
Each line has a text name that serves as the column header in the output. This value can be
manually edited (also for report fields/columns).



Width
A maximum width in number of characters can be set up for the field in this column. Report fields
will be truncated after the set width.



Format
Formatting can be set for column types "Date", "in color" and "selection list" in this column.

Grid buttons in "Columns in table report" grid
 Remove line
User-defined column type lines can be removed from the grid with this button.
 Move line up/Move line down
The ordering of the lines in the grid (and thereby the columns in the output) can be adjusted by moving grid
lines up and down with these two buttons.
 Output Excel
The contents of the grid can be exported to MS Excel with this button.
Buttons
 Ok
Press this button to save all changes in the window.
 Exit
Press this button to close the window without further actions.
 Output data source
Press this button to output the selected data source in table output format.

3.4.

Data Sources - Output Table Button

When this button is pressed in the "Data Source Management" window, the selected data source snapshot is
output in table format.
Note:
When the data source is based in on a WinLine list, the "List - Output in Table" window is used for the data
source output.
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All columns/fields in the data source snapshot are output in the table view, including any user-defined
column types that have been set up for the data source (see the chapter on "User-defined column types" for
details).
Grid buttons
 Output Excel
The contents of the grid can be exported to MS Excel with this button.
Buttons
 Display
Press this button or the F5 key to refresh the grid display.
 Exit
Press this button to close the window.

3.5.

Updating Data Sources

Data sources associated with lists from the WinLine List module or WinLine Enterprise cubes can be updated
periodically on an automated basis. A dedicated action for this purpose is set up in the Action Server. The
"Report Definition" button in either the "Data Source Management" or "Data Sources - Matchcode" window is
used for this purpose.
The "Report Definition" button is available in the "Data Sources - Matchcode" window:
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And also in the "Data Sources Management" window:

As illustrated above, the frequency of the automated update is set in the last step of the Action Server
settings, step "Define Period" (see the Action Server documentation for further details.)
In this manner, each snapshot in any data source associated with a WinLine List list or an Enterprise OLAP
cube can be updated on a periodic basis with an individual update action, triggered by the Action Server.
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4.

Using Data Sources For Reporting

4.1.

Types of Data Sources

As illustrated in the previous chapters, data sources can be created and used in connection with selected
standard reports in the application modules (e.g., Backlog report in WinLine ACC2). They can also be created
for lists in the WinLine List module and for OLAP cubes in the Enterprise BI module.
Several examples of creating and using data sources will be presented in the following chapters. In each
example, after data sources are created, the WinLine Power Report will be used to display the data in
various combinations.

4.2.

Example 1: Gross Profit on Sales Comparisons

In the course of sales and expected gross profit forecasting for the upcoming month of January 2019, a
comparison of figures for January in 2018 and 2017 is required. The figures should be output in a bar chart
configuration. The required data is supplied by the Backlog report in WinLine ACC2.
First off, the snapshots for January data from 2017 and 2018 will be generated in a Backlog report data
source.

The "Create/Update data source" button is set and after the "Output Screen" is pressed the new data source
snapshot can be set up in the "Data source - Matchcode" window.
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The January 2018 invoices are then selected in the Backlog report and the data is put into another snapshot
in the Backlog data source.
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The required data for January 2017 and 2018 is now contained in the form of two snapshots in the Backlog
data source, whereby the selection 1, 3 and 4 fields have been used to identify the data contained in each
snapshot.
Two methods of displaying information on the data source will now be demonstrated:
Power Report Output, "Data Source Management" window
To obtain the January 2017/2018 comparison, the data source can be output with the "Power Report"
button in the "Data Source Management" window (menu item "Business Intelligence/Data Source
Management"):

Once the Power Report is open, the "Bar" widget (bar chart) is selected, and the Settings option is chosen
from the context menu in the Widget control menu:
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Here in the widget settings control, the restriction to the two snapshots is defined over the Selection1,
Selection 3 and Selection 4 filters and the measures for Gross Profit and Value (invoice value) are set as
widget measures:

The widget setting changes are saved with the Checkbox icon in the Settings window header area.
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The current widgets and settings are saved in the Power Report view as template "Forecasting" for later
reuse:

Travel with the mouse over the individual bars in the chart to display the actual figures in a text caption.
Continuing with the example, let's assume that a gross profit break down by sales rep and invoice amount is
desired. Another widget is inserted in the Power Report template (Forecasting) with the following settings:

The data in the resulting widget is broken down by sales rep and by gross profit/invoice value per January of
the fiscal years 2017 and 2018:
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When the bars of a particular sales rep are clicked on in the second widget, both widgets are filtered only for
data of that sales rep:

Alternatively, a widget control can also be set up in the Power Report template to select a particular sales
rep as filter criteria for all displayed widgets. A widget of type "Donut" is used for this purpose:
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The (invoice) values measure is used as cross-reference.
The initial state of the Power Report template is unfiltered for sales rep:

When the donut section of a particular sales rep is clicked on, both widgets are filtered to the data of the
respective sales rep:

Multiple sales reps can be selected by keep the CTRL key pressed while clicking on the sales rep donut
sections in the widgets:
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The "Filter Info" widget to the upper right in the Power Report template is another kind of widget (type
"Filter Info"), which can be used as a control to remove any widget selections currently set by pressing the
"Delete filter" button in the widget.
Another kind of widget, the Tag Cloud widget, is now additionally inserted into the Power Report template,
in order to weight the customer accounts in the display by total invoiced amount:

The Power Report template then contains the tag cloud widget displaying the customers weighted by invoice
amount:
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By clicking on a customer account in the tag cloud, all other widgets are filtered accordingly by this account:

Here again, the figures can be combined for more than one account by holding the CTRL key as the
accounts are clicked on in the tag cloud widget.
Note:
Instead of, or in addition to, using a tag cloud widget sorted by invoice amount ("Value"), weighting by
gross profit could be set up for a widget.
Display Data Source in WinLine Cockpit
From WinLine version 10.5 and higher, data sources can now be entered as elements into the WinLine
Cockpit. A new selection for this purpose is available in the "Cockpit Entry" window:

Press the Next button to continue with configuration of the new Cockpit Entry. Enter a name for the entry
and then press the button to the right of the "Data source" field:
WinLine Data Sources
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The "Data Source - Matchcode" window is then opened, in which an existing data source can be selected by
double-clicking on a snapshot of the data source:

Option "0 Tiles" is then selected in the "Display Output" field in for the new Cockpit Entry:
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After saving the new Cockpit entry, it is displayed as a tile in the Cockpit:

Click on the Settings button in the Cockpit tile to perform one of the following actions:


Hide



Maximize



Settings



Display in PowerReport
Choose this option to output the Cockpit tile in Power Report format. With this option, the data
source can opened directly from the Cockpit tile with the previously configured Power Report
template.
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4.3.

Example 2: Customer Road Show List

You are scheduling a road show in the Pennsylvania area and would like to manage a participation list of all
customers in the area. The list should contain update information on the following parameters:
-

How the customer has been contacted
Whether the customer is interested
How many persons will the customer send to the road show
Names of attendees

A customer list in the List Assistant is first set up for list type "AR/AP Accounts".
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A data source is generated during list output and the resulting data source is then loaded in the "Data
Source Management" window, in which the "Edit table output" button is pressed:

The corresponding table columns ("annotations") are set up for the table output format of the data source:

When the data source is output with the "Output table" in the "Data Source Management" window, the
corresponding user-defined columns can be filled with information. The information entered in the columns
in the table view is automatically saved when the window is closed. It is not necessary to save it separately.
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As described above, the customer road show list is being output directly out of the "Data Source
Management" window. Let's assume that access to the list in table output format with annotations is
desired directly from the WinLine Cockpit. This can be set up as follows:
First, a Cockpit entry of type "List" is set up in the respective Cockpit.

In the next step of Cockpit entry set up, the desired list is selected and output type "Tile" is selected:
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Option "Use data source" is also activated and the corresponding data source for the list is set for the
Cockpit entry. This option is also required to ensure that the list annotations will be loaded with the Cockpit
entry.
Additionally, the "Cockpit Settings" button in this window is pressed and the "Standard Output to:" field is
set to "04:Table".

This means that the list will be output in table output format when the Cockpit tile is clicked on. (Annotations
can only be viewed and edited when the list is output in table format.)
After set up of the Cockpit entry, the tile is located in the WinLine Cockpit:
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When the list tile is clicked on in the Cockpit, the corresponding list is opened in table output format, and the
list annotations can be edited as required.
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